Chrominators! Mount up!
Get the top 2012 Bowman Rookies & Prospects on the Chrome designs you love. This year’s edition will feature top players such as:
Yu Darvish,
Yoenis Cespedes,
and Bryce Harper.

ONE AUTOGRAPH PER HOBBY MASTER BOX
Now every third box will have 2 Autographs!
ON-CARD AUTOGRAPHED PROSPECT CARDS
(AT LEAST 30 DIFFERENT SUBJECTS)

AUTOGRAPHED PARALLELS

- Refractor #’d to 500.
- Blue Refractor #’d to 150.
- Gold Refractor #’d to 50.
- Orange Refractor #’d to 25.
- Purple Refractor #’d to 10. **Hobby Only**
- Red Refractor #’d to 5. **Hobby Only**
- Super-Fractor #’d 1 of 1. **Hobby Only**
- Autographed Printing Plates #’d 1 of 1. **Hobby Only**
2012 BOWMAN CHROME BASEBALL CARDS

Legends In The Making Die-Cut Autograph Card

LEGENDS IN THE MAKING DIE-CUTS (25 SUBJECTS)
Active players that are destined for greatness. 1:24

LEGENDS IN THE MAKING DIE-CUT AUTOGRAPHS (15 SUBJECTS)
Surface-applied autograph stickers. #’d to 15 or less.

FRANCHISE ALL-STARS (20 DIFFERENT CARDS)
Featuring a 2012 XM All-Star Futures Game participant matched up with an MLB® All-Star Game® Selection in refractor technology. 1:18 packs

FRANCHISE ALL-STARS DUAL AUTOGRAPHS (5 DIFFERENT CARDS)
Surface-applied autograph auto stickers. #’d to 25 or less. Hobby Only
FUTURES GAME INSERT
(45 SUBJECTS)

REFRACTOR TECHNOLOGY.
1:18 PACKS

2012 Futures Game Patch Relics
(45 subjects) #’d to 10.

2012 Futures Game
Autographed Patches
(up to 10 subjects)
#’d to 5 Hobby Only

PROSPECTS (110 SUBJECTS)

PARALLEL CARDS

Refractor: 1:4
Blue Refractor: #’d to 250.
Purple Refractor: #’d to 199
Gold Refractor: #’d to 50.
Orange Refractor: #’d to 25.
Red Refractor: #’d to 5.
Super-Fractor: #’d 1/1. Hobby Only
BOWMAN BLACK COLLECTION (25 SUBJECTS)
The program continues from Bowman & Bowman Platinum with 25 new subjects. #’d to 25 Hobby Only

PRINTING PLATES (330 SUBJECTS)
4 Printing Plates of all 220 base card subjects and all 110 Prospect insert subjects. Hobby Only
2012 Bowman Chrome Baseball Cards

Base Card

Base Rookie Red Refractor Card

BASE CARDS (220 SUBJECTS)

Veterans (170 subjects)

Rookies (50 subjects)

PARALLEL CARDS

Refractor: Parallel version of the base set. 1:4
Blue Refractor: #’d to 250.
Purple Refractor: #’d to 199
Gold Refractor: #’d to 50.
Orange Refractor: #’d to 25.
Red Refractor: #’d to 5.
Super-Fractor: #’d 1/1. Hobby Only